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The modelling of stochastic processes is ubiquitous throughout the natural and social sciences.
An ideal model produces the correct statistical output without any unnecessary complexity. This
minimal-complexity criterion is important conceptually—entailing the least number of causes of
effects (Occam’s razor)—and practically—entailing the least stored information in the simulation.
Here, we experimentally compare classical and quantum information encodings in simulating an
Ising spin chain, showing that quantum encodings perform better and redefine our understanding
of what is complex. We experimentally observe a recently conjectured effect, the ambiguity of
simplicity. Specifically, we simulate Ising chains at different temperatures, A and B, such that
classical encodings require fewer resources to model A than B, while quantum encodings are simpler
for B than A. This challenges the perspective that relative complexity is contained solely in the
configuration of the system being modelled. Our error-tolerant techniques account for inevitable
imperfections in realising quantum simulators, thus providing the technological milestone needed to
simulate increasingly complex stochastic processes.
Stochastic processes arise frequently in nature and so-
ciety [1, 2]. Even if a system is deterministic in prin-
ciple, it may appear stochastic because of the near im-
possibility of tracking all the microscopic variables and
transformations. Thus, we consider the system to be a
black box where only its outputs are observed. A mathe-
matical model describing such a system probabilistically
generates data whose statistics match those of the future
outputs of the system being simulated. To implement
the model, a valid physical simulator, like a computer, is
required.
There will be many models that reproduce the system’s
behaviour, but not all of them will be memory-efficient.
A key metric for this is the minimum amount of memory
the model (and its corresponding simulator) must store
about the past to simulate the process’ future [3, 4]. In
complexity science, this quantity has been formalised as
the statistical complexity [4–6], and is regarded as a key
quantifier of structure. Remarkably, quantum mechan-
ics allows simulation of many processes with drastically
reduced memory [7], heralding the potential for signifi-
cantly more memory-efficient stochastic simulators. This
new quantum information application complements pre-
viously studied tasks, such as quantum speedup [8–10],
quantum key distribution for secure information trans-
fer [11] and quantum teleportation [12].
Here we demonstrate a cornerstone for developing ad-
vanced stochatic simulations of this kind. We employ and
characterise quantum memory resources in simulating a
key problem in statistical physics—the one-dimensional
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(1D) Ising spin chain [13]. This system is complex enough
for two important questions to arise. The first is how to
address imperfections in a real, necessarily non-ideal sim-
ulator, allowing us to go ahead with the simulation even
in the presence of small deviations from design. The sec-
ond is whether there is a universal notion of simplicity
between systems. Specifically, we experimentally answer
the question of whether two models, simulating the same
Ising system at two temperatures, TA and TB, give the
same answer to the question, “Is configuration A or B
more complex?” The answer to this question has funda-
mental significance for our understanding of the nature
of complexity [14]. In addressing these important ques-
tions, the Ising simulation we present goes far beyond a
previous demonstration of quantum-suppressed statisti-
cal complexity [15].
The behaviour of a stochastic process, evolving in dis-
crete time t ∈ Z, is described by a joint probability
distribution, P (
←−
X,
−→
X ), where
←−
X = ..., X−1, X0 and−→
X = X1, X2, ... denote the random variables that re-
spectively govern the statistics of past and future obser-
vations. For each observed past ←−x , a (predictive) model
is defined as a map from an associated internal memory
state s(←−x ) to desired output statistics P (−→X |←−X = ←−x ).
For physical realisation of the model, the state s is en-
coded in a physical system Ξ which can generate
−→
X with
the appropriate probability distribution P (
−→
X |←−X = ←−x ).
Among all possible models, the optimal or simplest model
is the one with minimum memory entropy. In complex-
ity theory, this minimal entropy is called the statistical
complexity of the process. Statistical complexity has
been applied to many important phenomena including
self-organisation [16] and protein folding [17].
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2The simplest classical model, the epsilon machine (-
machine) [4, 18], discards any information distinguish-
ing pasts ←−x1 and ←−x2, whose statistical futures coin-
cide, P (
−→
X |←−X = ←−x1) = P (−→X |←−X = ←−x2). Past strings
with the same future statistics are mapped into a sin-
gle equivalence class , called a “causal state” [4, 18].
For a given stochastic process, the information stored
by the -machine has the Shannon entropy [19] Cc =
−∑Ni=1 pi log2 pi, where pi is the stationary (average)
probability that (←−x ) = Si, one of the N causal states.
The subscript c denotes the classical encoding. Despite
their provable optimality, such machines still store ex-
traneous information. For most processes, Cc is strictly
greater than the mutual information between past and
future, E = I(
←−
X,
−→
X ) [5].
Can a quantum-encoded -machine, with quantum
causal states, |Si〉, have reduced complexity? For a quan-
tum -machine with quantum causal states, |Si〉, the en-
tropy is given by
Cq(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log2(ρ)), (1)
where ρ =
∑
i
pi |Si〉 〈Si| is the stationary state. Quan-
tum -machines improve upon their classical counter-
parts by employing non-orthogonal states {|Si〉} with-
out compromising predictive statistics. In fact whenever
Cc > E, there exists a quantum -machine with entropy
Cc > Cq ≥ E [7].
Here we study the 1D Ising system which is an infinite
spatial chain of spins with nearest-neighbour interaction.
There is a one-to-one mapping such that we can replace
a simulation over a series of discrete times (described
above) with a simulation over spatial sites, correspond-
ing to scanning the system spatially (e.g. left to right)
through spin locations k. In this way, the “past” corre-
sponds to all spins to the left of the current position and
the “future” corresponds to all spin sites to the right.
The Hamiltonian is given by
H(←−x ,−→x ) =
∑
k
−Jxkxk+1 −Bxk, (2)
where J is the coupling parameter, B the magnetic field,
and xk ∈ {−1, 1} is the spin at site k. For each configura-
tion, at temperature T , the joint probability distribution
is given by the Boltzmann distribution [13]. We use natu-
ral units for temperature (KB = 1) and take the coupling
|J | to be the unit of energy so that |J | = 1 and T and B
are dimensionless.
Here, the classical -machine has two causal states, Si,
corresponding to the values of xk, the final spin in the
left-half configuration [20]. This simple model works be-
cause the infinite chain has only nearest-neighbour inter-
actions, so knowing the state of one spin is enough to
predict the conditional behaviour of the next. The sim-
ulator operates according to the transition probabilities
Γij (i, j ∈ {0, 1}), the probability a simulator in state Si
will transition to Sj while emitting output j. Γ depends
on the Ising system parameters J, B, and T (see Meth-
ods). The quantum causal states are constructed from
the Γ parameters by [7, 20]:
|S0〉 =
√
Γ00 |0〉 +
√
Γ01 |1〉 (3a)
|S1〉 =
√
Γ10 |0〉 +
√
Γ11 |1〉 , (3b)
where |0〉 and |1〉 are orthogonal qubit states. The con-
ceptual scheme in Fig. 1a shows how the quantum -
machine can sample from the desired probability distri-
bution P (
−→
X |←−X =←−x ) when given a quantum causal state
|Si〉 [20]. Here the controlled-unitary CU (see Methods),
is designed so that measuring the second output channel
generates a statistically correct prediction, while simulta-
neously collapsing the remaining register into the correct
causal state for the next iteration.
In the experimental set-up (Fig. 1b), we implement one
complete cycle of the -machine, comprising state prepa-
ration, a controlled-unitary operation, and read-out. We
also perform tomographic measurements on the end-of-
cycle causal state. However, small experimental imper-
fections mean that, instead of an ideal controlled-unitary,
a more general transformation E is implemented. The
situation is depicted in Fig. 2. For the ideal process, if
causal state ρi = |Si〉〈Si| is the input, then the output
of circuit is ρj = |Sj〉〈Sj | when outcome j ∈ {0, 1} is
obtained at the measurement. For the non-ideal process
E , a different output state ρo(j|i) = Ej(ρi) is obtained.
Here, we have broken the two-qubit map E into two com-
pletely positive conditional processes E0 and E1, acting on
the memory qubit, depending on whether the measure-
ment outcome was 0 or 1. The key point is that the
output state from one step of the model is now not, in
general, equal to either of the possible input causal states.
After more iterations, the states may diverge further from
the ideal casual states. To avoid this divergence, we iden-
tify input states that are fixed points of the maps E0 and
E1, and then use those states as input causal states.
To do this, we perform quantum process tomogra-
phy [19, 21] of the circuit to obtain the E0 and E1
maps. From these maps, we find the corresponding states
and transition probabilities {ρmi ,Γmij} (m is for “maps”)
which are as close as possible to fixed points (see Meth-
ods). We call the ρmi the fixed-point states. The station-
ary state of our machine is then ρm = pm0 ρ
m
0 + p
m
1 ρ
m
1 ,
where pm0 = Γ
m
10/(Γ
m
10 + Γ
m
01) and p
m
1 = 1 − pm0 . Since
the Γ are functions of T and B, for a fixed J , we can
numerically invert them to find the Tm and Bm that our
real map E actually encodes. These are typically close to
our nominal parameters.
Having determined the fixed-point states of the maps,
we use them as input causal states and collect statistics
from our experimental simulator at various nominal val-
ues of T , for fixedB and J . Because ρm0 and ρ
m
1 are mixed
states, we use averages over ensembles of two pure states
to implement them experimentally. The binary outputs
of the simulation are found by measuring the ancilla out-
put in the logical basis, and these statistics are used to
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FIG. 1. Conceptual scheme and experimental set-
up. a, The future statistics (see text) of an Ising chain is
determined by a model—the minimally-complex model is an
-machine—implemented by a physical simulator. At each
step, the simulator takes the state of the system and produces
an updated system state and a binary output (here, X1) cor-
responding to the spin state. The simulator for an -machine
encodes causal states |Si〉, which are classical or quantum bits
encoded in the polarisation degree of freedom of a single pho-
ton. Each simulator step is implemented using a quantum
controlled-unitary operation between the input causal state
encoded in the memory qubit and an ancilla qubit, and read-
out of the control qubit provides the classical outcome. b,
Experimental set-up. Memory and ancilla photonic polari-
sation qubits are generated by spontaneous parametric down
conversion. The controlled-unitary operation is based on a
controlled-Z gate implemented by partially-polarising beam
splitters (PPBSs) and single-qubit operations implemented by
wave plates. GT stands for Glan Taylor prism, and APD for
avalanche photo diode. FPC are manual fibre polarisation
controllers. See Methods for details.
determine Γsij (where s denotes a value derived from the
statistical output), yielding the corresponding stationary
state probabilities ps0 = Γ
s
10/(Γ
s
10 + Γ
s
01) = 1−ps1, and in-
ferred values of T s and Bs. The corresponding stationary
state is ρs = ps0ρ
m
0 + p
s
1ρ
m
1 .
Using equation (1), we can calculate the quantum
statistical complexity for each of the experimentally-
determined stationary states: Cmq = Cq(ρ
m) and Csq =
Cq(ρ
s) at each temperature (Fig. 3a). We observe that
Cmq and C
s
q lie close to the estimated theoretical range of
statistical complexity values (see Methods). The slight
discrepancy between the m and s values primarily arises
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FIG. 2. Process map of the physical gate. a, Due to
experimental imperfections, a slightly non-unitary operation
E is implemented. The E can be decomposed into two single-
qubit completely-positive maps b, E0 and c, E1, conditional
on the 0 and 1 ancilla measurement outcomes, respectively.
from small repeatability errors in the experimental simu-
lator settings, and from the fact that the calculated fixed
point states do not exactly satisfy Ej(ρmi ) = Γmijρmj for
j = 0, 1 (see Methods).
For comparison, we also implement the classical -
machine using the same experimental set-up. In this case,
|S0〉 = |0〉 and |S1〉 = |1〉, and future statistics are gen-
erated based on introducing stochastic randomness [15].
Results for the classical -machine are shown in Fig. 3a,
and lie close to the theoretical prediction.
One may wonder if the relative simplicity is an intrin-
sic property of the systems being modelled, not of the
models. That is, how does the notion of relative sim-
plicity survive the transition from a classical to a quan-
tum description? Consider two Ising systems with differ-
ent temperatures TA, and TB. If in the classical regime
CAc < C
B
c , which means that A is simpler than B, and
in the quantum regime CAq < C
B
q as well, then there is
consistency between the two representational viewpoints
for processes A and B. However, if the quantum model
reverses their ranking compared with the classical per-
spective, we have the ambiguity of simplicity [14]. The
basic question, “Which process is simpler?” no longer
has a well-defined answer. To mathematically describe
this phenomenon, we define
r(T1, T2) =
Cq(T1)− Cq(T2)
Cc(T1)− Cc(T2) (4a)
K(T1, T2) = Sign(r(T1, T2))×
min{|r(T1, T2)|, 1/|r(T1, T2)|}. (4b)
Here K is the degree of consistency. For −1 < K <
0, there is ambiguity according to the definition above,
and for 0 < K < 1, the models are consistent. The
magnitude |K| ∈ [0, 1] gives an indication of the degree
of consistency or discrepancy. In Fig. 3b, we construct a
diagram that compares all pairs of processes at different
temperatures T1 and T2 . As can be seen, the notion
of relative physical simplicity, capturing which system
needs less memory to simulate, depends on the models
used for simulation, i.e. we observe an ambiguity.
This ambiguity arises because of a qualitative diver-
gence in the behaviour of classical versus quantum sta-
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FIG. 3. Experimental results. a, Statistical complexity of the -machine simulating a 1D Ising spin chain. Error bars
are derived from Poissonian photon statistics. The experimentally-determined quantum statistical complexity Cmq and C
s
q
(see text) are plotted against the relevant temperature parameters, Tm and T s respectively, for the ferromagnetic case with
J = 1, B = 0.3. (The corresponding Bm and Bs have mean values of 0.29 ± 0.02 and 0.28 ± 0.05, respectively; the nominal
(design) parameter is B = 0.3.) The black curve shows the theoretical prediction of Cq for the nominal values of B and T ,
and the grey shaded region shows the estimated theoretical bound (see Methods). The orange curve is the theoretical classical
statistical complexity, Cc. b, Consistency graph (equation (4b)), for the experimental data in part (a). For −1 < K < 0 the
models are ambiguous and for 0 < K < 1 they are consistent. The pale shading in the plane K = 0 represents a projection of
the experimental-result bars onto the plane, and together with the blue curve, demonstrates the boundary between regions of
ambiguity and consistency.
tistical complexity. The Ising system takes progres-
sively more resources to model classically, as we increase
the temperature, while the resource cost of modelling it
quantum mechanically peaks at a finite value of T . Intu-
itively, our quantum simulators are able to simulate noise
through unitary interactions, which are significantly less
wasteful than their classical counterparts that employ ex-
tra stochastic noise.
In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrated that
quantum mechanics allows simulation of stochastic prob-
lems of physical interest, such as the Ising spin chain us-
ing less memory than classically possible. From a techno-
logical point of view, we demonstrated that this quantum
advantage persists even in the presence of experimental
noise. Our results showed that the quantum resource re-
quirements for simulation exhibit drastically different be-
haviour compared to their classical counterparts, peaking
at finite rather than infinite temperature. This leads to
the first observation of a ‘ambiguity of simplicity’ – that
the relative degree of complexity between two systems
(e.g. an Ising chain at two different temperatures) is not
only an inherent property of the system itself, but also
depends on the physics used to model its behaviour. Our
experimental advances provide a launch-pad for realising
quantum simulators of more complex processes, including
processes with long range correlations [22, 23], processes
which exhibit unbounded divergences in classical versus
quantum statistical complexity [24, 25], and those whose
behaviour adapts to environmental input [26, 27].
Appendix
Ising model. Different Ising systems may be specified
by different T, J and B. We fix {J = 1, B = 0.3} as an
example of the ferromagnetic regime, and simulate the
chain for a range of different nominal temperatures T .
These are used to calculate nominal values of Γij(J,B, T )
and to realise the causal states in equation (3).
Physical implementation of the -machine. Ide-
ally, the quantum gate that implements the quantum -
machine is a controlled-unitary
CU |S0〉|0〉 =
√
Γ00|0〉|S0〉+
√
Γ01|1〉|S1〉 (5a)
CU |S1〉|0〉 =
√
Γ10|0〉|S0〉+
√
Γ11|1〉|S1〉. (5b)
To implement CU in a quantum circuit, we can de-
compose the unitary being controlled, U , into uni-
tary operators such that CU = (I ⊗ V0)(I ⊗ V1)(I ⊗
H)CZ(I ⊗H)−1(I ⊗ V1)−1, where V0 |0〉= |S0〉, V1 is a
rotation in the X−Z plane, H is a Hadamard operation,
and CZ refers to a controlled-Z gate. That is, we can
implement CU in a circuit whose main core is a CZ gate,
along with a few one-qubit transformations.
Fixed point states. In the ideal case defined in
equation (5), if we get measurement outcome j with
probability Γij , then Ej(ρi) will be Γijρj . (Here, the
5causal state ρi = |Si〉〈Si| is the input, ρj = |Sj〉〈Sj |
is the output state of the circuit, and E0 and E1 are
the experimentally-implemented maps which are charac-
terised through quantum process tomography [21, 28, 29]
performed on the one-qubit process.). However, in prac-
tice, a slightly different (but very close) output state
ρo(j|i) is obtained: it turns out that ρo(j|i) 6= Γijρo(j|i),
motivating a theoretical question: “Given map E , can we
find Γij and ρi (for i = 0, 1) such that Ej(ρi) = Γijρj ,
exactly, for j = 0, 1?”. Experimental tests indicate that
the answer to this question is generally “no”. Instead,
we find the best solution for Γij and ρi with i = 0, 1, as
{ρmi ,Γmij} = arg min(
∑
i,j=0,1
‖Ej (ρi)− Γijρj‖, {ρi,Γij}),
(6)
where arg min(f) means the arguments that minimise
the function f , and ‖. . .‖ is the trace distance [19].
Experimental set-up. Unentangled single-photon
polarisation qubits are produced by degenerate sponta-
neous parametric down conversion (SPDC). The source
was realised using a 410 nm cw pump laser and a BiB3O6
(BiBO) crystal cut for type-I phase matching. We use
polarisation to encode classical logical states |0〉 = |H〉
and |1〉 = |V 〉, where H and V are horizontal and ver-
tical polarisation, respectively. The optical simulation
circuit is based around single-qubit unitary rotations im-
plemented with wave plates and a nondeterministic linear
optics CZ gate [30] using three partially-polarising beam
splitters (PPBS). The polarisation qubits are measured
using wave plates and avalanche photodiodes. Quantum
state and process tomography are implemented using the
methods in ref. [21].
Theoretical prediction for the statistical com-
plexity of the real simulator. The simulator models
an Ising model with temperature Tm and magnetic
field Bm, instead of the target values of T (T ∈
{0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.25, 2.75, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14})
and constant B = 0.3, respectively. Although the
mean value for Bm is close to nominal value, 0.3, there
are still some discrepancies for individual values. For
a particular value of Tm, there exists a value and
uncertainty band for Bm(Tm), resulting from fitting Bm
values as a function of Tm. The theoretically predicted
quantum statistical complexity for the real simulator is
given by Cq(B
m(Tm), Tm) for J = 1. The Cq values
corresponding to the upper and lower bound of this fit,
resulted in the grey bounds in Fig. 3a.
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